Enhanced mobility of confined polymers.
Non-classical behaviour, brought about by a confinement that imposes spatial constraints on molecules, is opening avenues to novel applications. For example, carbon nanotubes, which show rapid and selective transport of small molecules across the nanotubes, have significant potential as biological or chemical separation materials for organic solvents or gaseous molecules. With polymers, when the dimensions of a confining volume are much less than the radius of gyration, a quantitative understanding of perturbations to chain dynamics due to geometric constraints remains a challenge and, with the development of nanofabrication processes, the dynamics of confined polymers have significant technological implications. Here, we describe a weak molecular-weight-dependent mobility of polymers confined within nanoscopic cylindrical pores having diameters smaller than the dimension of the chains in the bulk. On the basis of the chain configuration along the pore axis, the measured mobility of polymers in the confined geometry is much higher than the mobility of the unconfined chain. With the emergence of nanofabrication processes based on polymer flow, the unexpected enhancement in flow and reduction in intermolecular entanglements are of significant importance in the design and execution of processing strategies.